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Our panel



Human-polar bear conflict 

In the context of climate 
change

Property destruction

Dogs killed by polar bears

People injury and death

Polar bears killed in 
defense



2014

Germany won the world cup

Malaysia airlines flight 370 
disappeared

Niagara Falls froze

Arctic sea ice reached its 6th lowest 
on record



2014 CAFF Congress



“It is no longer safe to let children walk to 

school or play by themselves in and on the 

outskirts of town. That is quite different now 

than from when I was a child.”

Are polar bears spending more time 
near people?

Johannes, retired hunter

Ittoqqortoormiit, East Greenland

Reductions in sea ice in Western and 

Southern Hudson Bay have resulted in polar 

bears spending more time fasting on land 

and as a consequence, human– bear 

interactions have increased

- Stirling & Parkinson 2006



Is the level of conflict increasing over 
time?
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Solutions and scale



Polar Bear Conflict is a local issue at a pan-Arctic scale

1. Should Defence of Life and Property (DLP) kills count against a management Quota? Since Inuit are 
allowed to take meat, fur, etc from a polar bear killed for Defense of Life and Property (DLP), why would 

someone argue otherwise? 

2. Since there is mounting evidence that some subpopulations are nutritionally stressed (Southern Hudson 
Bay, for example), do bears move closer to communities in an attempt to find food?

3. If bears represent are an important seasonal resource for Inuit, and are also a real danger - shouldn’t 
Inuit buy-in to adopt non-lethal deterrents be an easy step? This way mortality during sub-optimal 

harvest seasons would be avoided, leaving more harvest for the optimal seasons.

4. How can solutions and management of conflict be scaled up?

5. What’s the best way to transfer knowledge and practices?

6. Are there other needs for tech development to manage conflict? 

7. Are there locally used tools or approaches that could use some technological support to become more 
generally applicable in more sites?

…towards workable solutions


